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Children all over the world are excited about VIPO

Campona Park | Hungary

VIPO Land has cooperated with several entertainment
parks and shopping malls where VIPO and his friends
enchanted thousands of visitors. These cooperations
have resulted in character-themed areas, live shows,
themed merchandising and activities in food courts.
Appealing characters and design potential assure the
success for other VIPO theme parks.
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Kid’s Corner | Bulgaria

Christmas Parade Belgium

Elevenpark | Hungary

Boat event
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Overview

VIPO Land is the producer of the TV series and Feature Movies featuring VIPO,
the Flying Dog, and his friends from all over the world.
Exploration, adventure, problem solving and friendship are the key reasons for
VIPO’s success.
VIPO Land continues producing new content to keep VIPO relevant for today’s
and tomorrow’s children as well as their parents.
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Characters
Betty, the
bold and
beautiful
toy cat

VIPO, the flying
dog who loves to
explore

Amadeus, the
mouse conductor
from Salzburg
Vincent van
Fox from
Holland

Both series feature more
than 60 lovable and
unique characters,
offering product potential
across all key categories:
· Home Entertainment
· Publishing
· Merchandising

Blacky, the
sheep from
Scotland
Henry, the
"Mr. Know-it-all",
funny and trustworthy
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Characters
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VIPO

Betty

Henry

Dr. Timmly

Amadeus

Billy

Lasso

Sweety

Pasha

Ziggy

Lenny

Vincent

Albert

Posty

Roger

Blacky

Alexander

Nessy

Andrej

Anatoli

Igor

Anpu

Ramses

Dimitris

Hippa+Anna

King Kongo

Lumo

Mombo

Anad

Shakira
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Characters

Mani

Toby

Joey

Jose

Manuel

Rocky

Polly

Olly + Julio

Jenny

Jimmy

Uncle Florence

McOscar

Akiro

Yoshi

Keanu
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New Characters from Season 2

Jing

Queen of Spring

Sun King

Autumn Empress

Ice King

Yao

Time Master

Sniffles

Ogg

Munch Mouth

Hercules

Hose Nose

Spy Eye

All ears

Fat Fist
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Home Entertainment

VIPO I Series

VIPO II Series

DVD

Digital Content Rights

The VIPO 1 DVD collection has been published world-wide;
from Brazil to Thailand and from Portugal to the Baltic States.
The new VIPO 2 series has already been released on DVD in
several countries as well and many are in preparation.

Digital content rights of VIPO have already been sold to a number
of online and mobile-media platforms. There is a steadily growing
demand for digital content in the VOD market for TV, smart TV and
VOD on mobile devices. Digital Content Rights for both Seasons of
VIPO as well as the five feature films are available for apps, eBooks,
in-flight entertainment, online-media and mobile-media.
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Bonus Material

Adventures of the Flying Dog

Trailer (4:3)

Trailer original Version

Songs

Trailer (16:9)

Trailer Soft Version

Spring: Textless, Karaoke, Sing-along*

TV Commercials (4:3)

VIPO Title Song

Summer: Textless, Karaoke, Sing-along*

VIPO Title Song (4:3): Textless, Karaoke, Sing-along*

Making Of

Autumn: Textless, Karaoke, Sing-along*

VIPO Title Song (16:9): Textless, Karaoke, Sing-along*

Once Upon A Time

Winter: Textless, Karaoke, Sing-along*

Betty Song (4:3): Textless, Karaoke, Sing-along*

Sniffles Song: Textless

Elephant Song (4:3): Textless

Gogg Song: Textless

Making Of (4:3)

www.youtube.com/vipolandMUC
*Sing-along: song clip with original singing and Karaoke text inserts
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Language Overview

Adventures of the Flying Dog
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Arabic
Albanian
Bulgarian
Chinese Mandarin
Taiwanese Mandarin
Czech
Dutch/Flemish
English
Estonian
Farsi
Finnish
French
German
Greek
Hebrew
Hungarian
Indonesian (Bahasa)
Italian
Kannada
Kazakh

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Korean
Latvian
Lithuanian
Malayalam
Polish
Portuguese (BR)
Portuguese (EU)
Romanian
Russian
Serbian
Slovenian
Spanish (Castilian)
Spanish (Latin American)
Tamil
Tellugu
Thai
Turkish
Ukrainian
Vietnamese
Scottish Gaelic

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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12
13
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15
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17
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20

Arabic
Bulgarian
Chinese Mandarin
Taiwanese Mandarin
Czech
Dutch/Flemish
English
Farsi
Finnish
French
Scottish Gaelic
Greek
Hebrew
Hungarian
Indonesian (Bahasa)
Kazakh
Korean
Latvian
Portuguese (BR)
Portuguese (EU)

21
22
23
24
25

Russian
Romanian
Spanish (Castilian)
Spanish (Latin American)
Thai

TV Broadcasting per Country Population
Territory
Africa
Albania
Belgium
Bulgaria
China
Czech Republic
Finland
Estonia
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Indonesia
Iran
Israel

Countries
52
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Territory
Italy
Kazakhstan
Latin America
Latvia
Malaysia
Middle East / N. Africa - Arabic
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russian Federation
Scotland
Serbia
Slovakia

Countries
1
1
20
1
1
22
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Territory
Slovenia
South Africa
South Korea
Spain
Sri Lanka
Taiwan
Thailand
Turkey
United States
Ukraine
Vietnam
Total

Countries
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
129
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VIPO 1

Switzerland

India
Greece

Russia
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Henry, Betty and VIPO

Production: 2011 / 2012, VIPO Land Inc. | www.vipoland.com

Adventures of the Flying Dog

TV Series

4 TV Movies

26 Episodes x 11’

Feature movie

CGI Animation

CGI Animation

High Definition, 16:9

High Definition, 16:9

3-8 years / family entertainment

3-8 years / family entertainment

Since 2008, the high-quality animated TV series "VIPO –

The four “VIPO – Adventures of the Flying Dog” movies
are family entertainment feature films, produced in High
Definition quality. They combine exciting, humorous
stories with educational facts and moral values and offer
opportunities to be marketed as:
• Theatrical movies for cinemas
• TV specials
• DVDs
• Video-On-Demand

Adventures of the Flying Dog" has been aired in over
100 countries and translated into 39 languages.
In each of the 26 episodes, we follow VIPO with his
friends Betty (a toy cat) and Henry (a stork) to a
different destination, where they meet interesting
characters and make new friends. In each exciting
adventure, our young viewers learn valuable lessons
and fascinating facts about the world we live in.
Since the beginning of 2011 the first series is also
available as an artistic and technical High Definition
upgrade in 16:9 format and 5.1 surround sound.

Titles, Duration
Movie 1 – Learning to Fly (69 min.)
Movie 2 – Tea, Cheese and Chocolate (80 min.)
Movie 3 – Snow, Jungles and Mysterious Pyramids (69 min.)
Movie 4 – The Ninja Monkey and the Secret Treasure (80 min.)
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VIPO 1 – Episode Guide

1

Musical Hiccups
Salzburg

2

A Trevi Fountain Wish
Comes True

5

Billy Must Win!
Madrid

6

The Dog Barber of Seville
Seville

VIPO helps Billy the Bull to win
against the arrogant matador in
his unfair bull fight.

7

10

Zoo Problems
Hamburg

All the dogs in Seville look the
same… it's all part of the local
barber's plot to rule the world!
VIPO gives him a special lesson…
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The Missing Windmill
Amsterdam

Munich
VIPO saves the steam engine at
the German Museum from
crashing, but Lasso, the King of
Munich dogs, doesn't like the
new hero in town. A Bavarian
style duel takes place!

21
21

Venice

The Kings of Croissants
and Baguettes

8

A Swiss Skiing Adventure
Switzerland

Paris

At Trevi fountain, Betty’s wish
is to become big. Unfortunately… her wish comes true.

The Munich Dog Competition

Betty Kidnapped
Betty annoys some pigeons in
St. Marcus' Square. They kidnap
her and demand ransom: the
best pizza crust in Italy!

A thief stole the crown from
the Schoenbrunn Palace, VIPO
and his friends come to the
rescue!

Rome

9

3

Vienna
VIPO the amazing flying dog,
Henry the stork and Betty the
toy cat, decide to explore the
world together! In Salzburg,
Austria, Betty starts hiccupping.
Some mice that play on Mozart's piano are just one note
short... And Betty's hiccup
helps!

4

Saving The Empress'
Crown

A chocolate machine goes crazy
and an entire ski resort is filled
with chocolate!

The King of Croissants and the
King of Baguettes are fighting
over a beautiful Parisian girl’s
love. VIPO teaches them that
love isn’t all about bravery and
showing-off.
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The Ravens of the London Tower

13

Nessy's Kilt
Scotland

London
The Hamburg zoo is celebrating a newly born baby seal.
But it will be sent to Hong
Kong. The seal's parents are
very sad. Can VIPO help to
solve this situation to everyone's satisfaction?

VIPO is missing home... and
one of Holland's windmills is
missing, too! It's Vincent VanFox, the painter kid, who painted the windmill away. which
is used as his school, just for
having bad marks in everything... except in art.

There's no tea left in London!
In a Sherlock Holmes style
adventure, VIPO discovers
that the ravens of the Tower
of London were stealing the
tea to help their beefeater
with the Guinness Book
Record he is trying to break.

Blacky the sheep wants to
make a kilt for the birthday
of his best friend – the
Monster of Loch Ness. But
who will help him carry the
big kilt and hand over the
present?
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The Lost Christmas Gifts
Scandinavia

15

The Siberian Tiger is Hungry!

16

The Animal Olympics
Athens

17

A Pyramid Mystery
Egypt

18

King Congo
Africa

Moscow
VIPO wants to meet Father
Christmas. When he does, Santa's sack opens up and all the
presents are missing… Not to
mention Roger the young
reindeer's sudden insecurity
about his flying abilities! Can
VIPO help?
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24

The Elephant with Bad
Memory

20

The Koala and the Kangaroo

India

Australia

The Indian elephant was
insulted more than 20 years
ago by the female elephant at
the Taj Mahal, and his long
memory doesn't allow him to
forget! The poor female
elephant suffers from the
opposite problem: she has no
memory at all…

The koala can't sleep, because
the kangaroo keeps practicing
for the Australian High Jump
Championship! The neighbourhood fight is disturbed by a
terrible bush fire, which only
VIPO can help to put out!

Akiro's Friends
Japan
Akiro, Tokyo's gadgets fair
bulldog guard, is so scary that
he has no friends, except for
the heartless exhibition's
robots. But will the "friendly"
robots keep loyal when some
Hi-Tech bunnies come to steal,
or will VIPO help?
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All the Athens animals gathered for the annual Olympics!
But the competitions can't start
without the Olympic fire... Poor
Dimitris, the goat carrying the
fire, had the fire extinguished
by mistake.

The Moscow Circus clowns have
a big problem: The Siberian
Tiger is always hungry, and
Anatoly the monkey is always
annoying everyone! VIPO
inquires and discovers that the
poor tiger is simply a vegetarian, and finds a way to teach
Anatoly a lesson, too!
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The Chinese ninja test
China
Oops... a Shaolin monk replaces VIPO's backpack with his
own! Now, instead of Betty,
VIPO and Henry find themselves carrying Yao, the Golden
Lion Tamarin, on a travel to
the Shaolin Temple to retrieve
lost Betty, and try to help Yao
become a brave ninja.
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26

The Crocodile Who Lost
His Teeth

In an African adventure, Betty’s
stolen skateboard winds up in
the hands of King Congo, a
huge, conceited gorilla, who
treats his fellow animals badly,
but with help from VIPO and
Betty, learns a lesson about
being a good leader...

One of the Egyptian camels is
eager to explore the pyramids,
but gets stuck in the narrow
passage ways underground,
where a mysterious mummy is
hiding... VIPO comes to the
rescue!
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The Maya Treasure Mystery

Brazil

Mexico

Not only bulldozers are
threatening to destroy the
Amazon rainforests, but also a
strange "tooth monster"
appears! VIPO finds out it's
only Julio the monkey having
fun with the crocodile's false
teeth, and gets an idea how to
scare the bulldozers away…

Jose the donkey and Manuel
the lizard keep hunting for
treasures to get rich, until one
day they come across a special
map... VIPO joins them in an
"Indiana Jones" style
adventure, to find out that
money can be used for better
purposes than richness.
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Uncle Florence
New York
Some Brooklyn wannabe
hip-hop rapper cats scare all
the squirrels away. Two squirrel
kids travel to Manhattan to
find their uncle, a Shakespearean actor and master of
disguise, to help them in their
fight. When things get
complicated – VIPO comes to
help!

Home, Sweet Home
Vipoland
VIPO returns home after his
exciting adventures, just to
meet everyone whom he's
helped along the way, in a
special end-of-the-season
episode!
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VIPO 2

Sun King
Betty
Sniffles

VIPO

Winter King
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Ogg & Goggs

Time Master

CGI Animation
High Definition, 16:9
4-10 years / family entertainment
Based on this great success, VIPO Land produced the

Autumn Empress

second TV series: "Surviving Time Island with VIPO &
Friends" in superb High Definition quality and 5.1
surround sound. The 26 exciting new episodes were
completed in May 2011.
The second series has been sold to broadcasters in
numerous countries, such as Spain, Russia, Belgium,
Finland, China and Korea, just to name a few.

Queen of Spring

Dr. Timmly
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Production: 2011, VIPO Land Inc. | www.vipoland.com

26 Episodes x 11’

VIPO 2 – Episode Guide

4

Attack of the Goggs

5

VIPO recovers the amulet from
Ogg, the evil leader of the Goggs,
creatures of the Island. Ogg plans
a retaliation attack on VIPO's
village, but VIPO wins by using
the Goggs’ five different super
senses – smell, sight, taste,
hearing, and strength – against
them!

9

The Big Switcheroo
When the amulet falls accidently
into the magical Shining Pool in
the center of the jungle, both
VIPO and Ogg jump in to try and
get hold of it. When they come
out, the magic of the pool switches
them so VIPO is trapped in Ogg's
body and Ogg is trapped in
VIPO's, for a crazy, whacky
Episode, which fortunately ends
in restoring the right order of
things.
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Flower Power
(Spring Quest Part 1)

1

To Play or not to Play
Although reprimanded by Henry
for their lack of seriousness,
squirrels Jimmy, Jenny and Uncle
Florence use their inventiveness
and theatrical talent to save
Sniffles from being held captive
by Ogg. Together with VIPO,
they dress up as "the scary Gogg
Ghost" and give Ogg and his lot
a big scare!

2

A storm in Time takes VIPO and
his friends from all around the
world to a mysterious island.
With Dr. Timmly's time watch out
of sync and the Island's strange
creatures on the lookout, will
VIPO ever find a way back home?

6

On the first day of spring the
magic amulet chooses the animals
to join VIPO on his first quest, to
find the Spring Stone. Can they
outwit the greedy butterfly,
Spring Queen, who, with the
magic of the stone, has created
an exaggerated Spring World to
last all year long?
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Once Upon a Time Watch

A Butterfly Affair
(Spring Quest Part 2)

Mirage
(Summer Quest Part 1)
The first day of summer takes
VIPO on his second quest, to
retrieve the Summer Stone from
the fierce iguana, Sun King. In
Summer World, VIPO and his
chosen friends need to overcome
magical heat mirages caused by
the King, who is trying to
obstruct them from reaching
his palace.

3

Congo, the African Gorilla, tries
to enslave some of VIPO's friends
into building him a shelter from
the Island's unknown beasties,
but VIPO teaches him a lesson in
leadership and teamwork, after
Congo gets trapped between the
ruins of his own collapsed home.

7

The Littlest Gogg

12

The Sun King
(Summer Quest Part 2)
The quest for the Summer
Stone continues as VIPO and
friends arrive at the Sun King's
sand pyramid palace for an
Indiana Jones style adventure,
at the end of which they
manage to cool down the hot
fury of the King and retrieve
the red Summer Stone.

A Stone for All Seasons
VIPO meets Time Master, who
sends him on a quest to recover,
four, magical, colored Season
Stones from the greedy Season
Rulers who have stolen them.
Only after the stones are returned
to the magic amulet Time will be
restored and VIPO and his friends
will be able to go back home.
But first the amulet needs to be
retrieved too!

8

Ogg sends Sniffles, the littlest
Gogg, who doesn't possess any
super sense, to sneak the amulet
from VIPO's village. When he
returns empty handed, Ogg gets
angry and sends him to the
swamp, as punishment. However,
VIPO saves the cute little Gogg,
who soon becomes VIPO's trusted
friend.

As the quest for the Spring Stone
continues, VIPO meets the Spring
Queen face to face, frees his
friends from the cocoons in which
they were held prisoners by her,
and finally wins the green stone.
First out of four!
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A Tale of Two Villages

Monster Mayhem
Some of the villagers are angry
at Nessy for being so big and
clumsy and carelessly destroying
things around her. Nessy leaves
the village only to be captured by
Ogg, who tries to turn her anger
at the villagers to his advantage.
VIPO is there to make sure this
doesn't happen.
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Betty the Gogg
Betty is sick and is scared she'll
miss the village beauty contest. She takes too much of
Sniffles' medicine, a powerful
herb that helps Goggs look
more beautiful – turning her
into a Gogg herself! Can VIPO
and Sniffles turn her back into
her beautiful self before the
moon rises?

14

Kung Fur

15

Yao, the Golden Tamarin Monkey,
is impatient to become a Kung Fu
Master. Ignoring panda Jing, his
master, who tries to explain he
should take baby steps before
walking, Yao drags a few of the
village animals with him and gets
in trouble with Ogg and the
Goggs. Luckily, Jing and VIPO
save everyone just in time.

19

A Village Divided

Ice Pirates
(Winter Quest Part 2)
The winter quest adventure
continues as VIPO and friends find
a beautiful ice ship docked at an
arctic lake. Captain of the ship, a
big walrus, volunteers to navigate
and help them find the Winter
Palace – but what VIPO and friends
don't know is that he is actually
the Winter King, who has lost the
blue stone and only uses VIPO's
amulet to guide him to it…

16

Don Leone the pigeon, and
leader of the bird patrol, is sure
the Goggs are planning an
invasion, when they are just
playing dodge ball not far from
the village. He convinces the
villagers to retaliate for the so
called attack, an act which nearly
causes real war to break out!

20

Song for Sniffles

25

An Unwelcome Surprise
After all four stones are returned
to the amulet, VIPO needs to
wait for morning before Time
Master can get them all home.
But during the night Ogg
cleverly uses Betty's love for gifts
to infiltrate a "Trojan Betty"
statue into the village and nearly
take all the villagers hostage!

The Great Flood

17

It is summer and the amulet drops
from its hiding place in the
withering tree. Yoshi the mouse
finds it, and when he gets
captured by Ogg, the mean Gogg
leader uses the Spring Stone's
forbidden magic to create rain,
but doesn't know how to stop it:
Consequently the entire village is
flooded with water. But our
mouse, little as he is, and VIPO –
manage to stop it just in time.

21

Sniffles is jealous of the other
villagers, who all have homes and
their own traditions, whereas
Sniffles' only home is the swamp,
and he has no traditions. Sad
and lonely, Sniffles plays a tune
with his flute, which attracts the
Goggs to him… Evil Ogg hears
the tune and thinks he can use it
to make his Goggs follow him in
an attack on the village!

While the village's big animals
want to play soccer, Betty is trying
to make the village look more
beautiful. Of course, the soccer
ball flies everywhere and keeps
ruining Betty's plants. Congo the
gorilla has a mean idea: they
should divide the village in two –
one half for the big animals and
the other for the rest. But VIPO
knows: together we stand,
divided we fall.

24

Goggy See, Goggy Do

Amulet Lost
Dr. Timmly reveals by mistake
the hiding place of the amulet
and immediately sets out to the
forest, to hide it somewhere else
– but even faster forgets where
THAT is. Vincent van Fox uses his
painting skills to draw a map
from Dr. Timmly's memory – but
unfortunately the map reaches
the wrong hands: Ogg and his
Goggs…

26

To Win the Wind
(Autumn Quest Part 1)

18

As the first day of autumn arrives,
VIPO leaves for the Autumn
World, only to find a very unhappy
place, ruled by the arrogant,
friendless Owl Autumn Empress,
who fights VIPO and his chosen
friends with all the wind her
Autumn Stone can summon!

22

Price for Ice
Impatient Dr. Timmly creates
an artificial Winter Stone for
the amulet, thinking it can help
in getting them all home earlier
than expected. But something
goes wrong and the fake stone
freezes some of the villagers
solid! The story takes a turn for
the worse when the fake stone
falls into the possession of
Ogg…

The Empress of Autumn
(Autumn Quest Part 2)
The quest continues as VIPO
meets the Empress herself, who
manages to capture VIPO and
doesn't believe his friends will
climb all the way up into her
wind-high treetop lair to save
him. However, Betty, Yoshi, Jimmy
and Jenny, Dr. Timmly, and even
Mombo the mongoose prove her
wrong: they save VIPO, and
retrieve the Autumn Stone.

23

Gogg Foot
(Winter Quest Part 1)
On the first day of winter, VIPO
leaves with his chosen friends for
the Winter World, to retrieve the
Winter Stone. But Congo and
Ogg manage to find a way after
VIPO into the snowy, white,
Winter World. Everybody is
frightened by the legend of
Gogg Foot, the mysterious snow
monster… but does he really
exist?

In the Nick of Time
Ogg’s plan has failed, and the
time has come to go home. But
the Season Rulers have teamed
up with Ogg to divert the magic
waterfall from which Time
Master charges his power, take
the amulet, and nearly make the
entire village disappear in Time!
Luckily, all ends well and VIPO
and his friends are sent back
home in a whirling Time Vortex…
Unless something goes wrong…
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Feature movie, 80 minutes
CGI Animation
High Definition, 16:9, 5.1 surround sound
4-10 years / family entertainment
”Adventures on Time Island with VIPO and
Friends” is a family entertainment full
length film, produced in superb HD and
offers opportunities to be marketed as:
• Theatrical movie for cinemas
• TV special
• DVD
• Video-On-Demand
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Production: 2014, VIPO Land Inc. | www.vipoland.com

VIPO 2 – Feature Film

Licensing

VIPO Land offers licensing opportunities designed
to entertain and encourage imaginative play and
learning!
Licensing products include toys, games, food
products, stationary, textiles, digital and classic
publishing and other diverse products. The
possibilities are endless! VIPO, as the main
character, is accompanied by 60 other characters
from the TV series, allowing a wide range of
potential product with broad consumer appeal.
A full publishing and merchandising program is
available through an extensive style guide.

Party Items

Puzzles & Games

29

DVDs

Collectible Figures

Plush Toys

Publishing
30

Licensing

Keyring Pendant
Fan
Accessories

Back to school

Charmi Watches

Blanket

Bags
31

Publishing

VIPO Land produced a publishing library with
delightful stories and pictures.
52 video books are available (one book per
TV episode), each with 32 images from the High
Definition series as well as additional educational
“mini infos” per book. In addition to the Video
Book series, nine illustrated and colouring books
are also available for publishing under license.

An old tale relates how the Sphinx appeared
to a Prince in his dreams, and promised him
he would rule all of Egypt if he freed the
Sphinx of sand. The Prince did as he was told,
and went on to rule all of Egypt as Pharaoh
Thutmose IV.

T

he Sphinx, which Henry was looking for, seems
to be guarding the Pyramids. By the time
they reach the huge statue with the body of
a lion, the human face and the broken nose, the
three friends are pretty exhausted. They take a
little nap in the shade of the great paws of the
Sphynx. In his dreams, VIPO hears these mysterious words: "May your heart never be so hard and
cold as me, yet I can solve your problem!" Now what
is that supposed to mean? Not even Henry has any
idea. Forgetting the danger, Betty sighs: "I wish we
could solve the riddle!"

18

activity
pages

Illustrated Books

90

60

miniinfos
32

picture
pages

2 x 208
miniinfos

Yao looked at his master in amazement.
"Wow…" he said, impressed.
But there was no time to lose: Ogg shook back to his
senses too quickly.
"Ogg army attack!" yelled the angry Gogg ruler.
The Goggs started to advance toward the villagers –
just as VIPO came into view.
"I've got a few moves of my own, Ogg!" said VIPO to the
evil Gogg. "I call them: flying doggle – scary monster!"

2 x 832

Ogg was really surprised to see Nessy, the
big Loch Ness monster, popping out of one
of the bushes.
"Monster!" cried the five Goggs in fright.
"Your move, Nessy!" said VIPO to his friend.
Nessy nodded. She grabbed the trunk of a
palm tree and bent it back, stretching it. Then
she let go of it – sending a lot of coconuts
straight towards Ogg and the Goggs.

Palm trees
are symbols of
victory, peace, leisure
times and tropical
climates. There are
2,600 species within
the palm
family.

picture
pages

But suddenly Mani freezes. Betty
has taken a flute she found next to
his vase and starts playing it. Mani
slowly curls back into his vase and
Henry explains that fakirs use the
flute to control their snakes, it’s
like hypnosis.

“Maybe I should have hypnosis, then!”
calls Anad. “I don’t want to remember
Eleeverything. I don’t want to
phants are
remember… her.” “Her?” asks
the largest land
VIPO. “Shakirah,” says Anad,
mammals. There are two
types of elephants, the
“the beautiful elephant lady who
African and the Asian
lives in the Taj Mahal!” And he
elephant. The African
tells them the story of his sad love.

elephant is larger than the
Asian elephant and has
bigger ears and
longer tusks.

Video Books
33

Digital Publishing
VIPO Land developed a range of EPUBs, based
on the existing publishing library. 52 EPUBs are
available (one book per TV episode), each with
32 images from the High Definition series as well
as additional educational “mini infos” per book.
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E-Books
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60 Lovable Characters with
B ro a d C o n s u m e r A p p e a l
Top Rated Show in Various Countries

52 Episodes & 5 Feature Movies

Broadcast Worldwide
i n o v e r 1 0 0 Te r r i t o r i e s
Tr a n s l a t e d i n t o 3 9 L a n g u a g e s

Join the Exciting World
of VIPO and Friends!
Licensing opportunity designed to entertain and
encourage imaginative play and learning!
Contact us:

www.vipoland.com
licensing@vipoland.com
Phone +49 (0) 89/ 94 38 420 - 0

